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About This Game

RESILIENCE WAVE SURVIVAL 2.0 COMPLETELY REMADE FROM SCRATCH

Resilience: Wave Survival is a physics based endless wave survival shooter set in an abandoned village, being taken over by
Alien Invaders, Zombies & Robots.
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Explore to search for guns and ammo to help defeat the enemies, better find food and water too if you want to survive for
longer. Beware of the Tripods stalking the lands.

GAME MODES INCLUDE!
[] WAVE

[] GUN GAME
[] DEAD IN 5
[] SURVIVAL

Key Features!
[] DAY / NIGHT CYCLE

[] WEATHER
[] LIMB BASE DAMAGE

[] HUNGER / THIRST
[] SURVIVAL MODE: BUILD / CRAFT / SURVIVE

[] TERRAIN GENERATION WITH SEEDS [SURVIVAL MODE]
[] WAVE

[] GUNGAME
[] 5 MAPS [MORE WILL BE ADDED IN FUTURE UPDATES]

[] CUSTOMISABLE WEAPONS
[] IN-GAME CUSTOMISE WEAPONS

[] THIRD PERSON MODE
[] SWIMMING
[] INVENTORY

[] XP
[] ACHIEVEMENTS

[] PLAYER ABILITIES / STATS [CAN BE UPGRADED]
[] EARN AND SPEND CREDITS

[] LOOT
[] SLO MO MODE

[] ALL NEW AI AND BRAND NEW MODELS
[] SCORING WITH MULTIPLE HIGHSCORES

[] TEST RANGE
[] FREE ROAM MODE

[] PARTIAL XBOX CONTROLLER COMPATIBLE
[] IN-GAME CUSTOMISABLE INPUTS

[] CRAFTING
[] HARVESTING

[] BUILDING

........................................................................
b]Weapons In-Game![/b]

Completely made by one person.
2.0 has been completely remade from scratch. Legacy version can still be played thru the 'Legacy Branch'!

All Future Content / DLC will be FREE.
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Title: Resilience Wave Survival
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Jimbob Games
Publisher:
Jimbob Games
Release Date: 23 Dec, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64bit

Processor: Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: SM5.0 (DX11) 2GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

English
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The game is too short and it's not worth it for it's price. Some sentences are spelled horribly wrong. The sound effects and the
graphics are bad there's no music and you can't do almost anything rather than jump ,walk, find keys, open doors, and
sometimes you might find a Pistol and a Zombie in a room which are placed there to make the game look better I guess. Every
single room is a square withh just corners and there is even untextured walls and floors. The game is fully released though so it
would make no sense to do something like that. The death animation is bad the walk animation the jump animation. Everything
pretty much.

My opinion is this game is not worth it's price and not worth to buy. I didn't like the game at all.. literally does not start. just over
2 hours and completed the game! all you can do now is replay old missions.. would be awsome if they would have stuck the
freeplay from the older games in here becouse the grafix are great. Right now tough i would save €20 and just watch a
playtrough on youtube instead.. I spent ten minutes getting the items to make a scanner. Almost immediately a sea monkey took
it. I chased the monkey and stabbed it about a thousand times before it finally died. The scanner fell from its hands and it fell
through the world. I just need to make a new scanner, but this and choppy frame rates really took the wind out of my sails.

The introduction was really intriguing, and like its predecessor, the game is gorgeous.

Subnautica is one of my favorite games of all time and I really look forward to playing Below Zero when it's finished. I think I'll
hold off playing for awhile though. I \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing hate the sea monkeys.. That game is a fine example of a
great idea, which is unfortunately poorly executed. I mean, first it really looks like a promising game. You can get to unlock
some stores, invest some money to improve your income, get a loan if you need etc. Then, when you click to unpause, you
realize where you've just got yourself into...

Well, how could I describe it in a practical manner? I guess that the best way, it would be to call it a "micro-management fest".
That's because you actually gotta click on every single store that you have every day, in order to collect the cash that you make.
At the beginning, it's no big deal, but just wait a lil' while and you'll see what madness it is. Oh, and if one reason isn't more than
enough, you also have to click often to upgrade your stores as they level up (increasing stock and quality of items). So, pick up
these two chaotic ingredients, blend them up and now you have a cocktail from hell. Of course, we can't forget to put a cherry
inside of it: This game is one of those notorious achievements spammers. That by itself isn't really a big issue, except that the
developers should have never inserted the damn buttons that you have to click on all the time, precisely at the right corner of the
screen.

Ok, what else... There're also some broken achievements. That's because there're some you can only unlock after building a
certain combination of stores. No matter how many times you try, they simply won't work. This game should also be known as
one of those "FPS killers", because depending on how big your mall is, things will become really sluggish, and that can
definitely wear on your patience (kinda like adding insult to injury). Hmm, there're some glitches too. I've seen some customers
walking on air for whatever reason; there were times where I couldn't build an elevator (at all), and there were also some stores
that wouldn't fit where you've clicked (they'd always skip to the next block).

Now that we're through all this, then what about the overall aspects? The graphics are ok, I guess. My only complaint is that the
stores seem dead, as there's no movement going on, other than the costumers walking in front of them. There're no sound
effects, and there's only one song available, which isn't really a bad thing, but it naturally gets annoying after listening to it for a
long period of time. The game doesn't provide you any campaign mode, so my only guess is that you can say that you've truly
finished this game, after you've successfully managed to unlock every possible achievement. As mentioned earlier, the gameplay
itself could really use some improvement.

Well, for now this is my opinion. I doubt that the gameplay mechanics of having to click all the time will ever change, but I
think that at least the broken achievements could be fixed. Just to finish, I hope that the next games from that company will be
better, because their premise is surely interesting.. This games seemed to be good. The problem is that the higer players and the
guys in groups can dictate what you need to do.
I am not going to buy shards onl to get smashed about 5 times from the same guy every day. I am a new player. But I am going
to quit if this hit does not stop.
. This game is an amazing follow up to arkham asylum and improves upon it in every way. More varied boss fights, a longer
more interesting story and a much bigger open world style map with plenty of side missions which is something the first game
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was lacking. The combat is more responsive and has alot more combo moves and takedowns. The movment has been improved
and there are alot of new abilities that help you navigate the world. There are also many new gadgets which also add more depth
to the gameplay and make it more enjoyable. You can also play as catwoman as a secondary character but she doesn't have many
moves or abilities when compared to batman and she feels a bit underused in the story. The biggest problem with the game is the
huge number of collectables in the game which are really tedious to collect and are requiered in order to finnish one of the side
missions.

Dispite the few problems, overall this is an amazing game and probably the best game in the franchise as well as the best
superhero game ever made.

I definitely recommend it.. VERY VERY FUN. Can't wait for Modular Combat 2!!!. I just realized that I got ripped off on this
DLC
everything is pre-modded. Very disappointing.

I though we can mod cars like the cover was showing us however it was just a bait and switch...
please give us update otherwise this DLC is pretty much useless.... I loved Raven Shield and Rainbow six earlier games, so it
saddens me to say how much of a let down this game is. The best way to explain how this game relates to its predecessors is by
calling it a dollar store version, its as if they sucked the budget out of the game. Do not purchase this game and support shoddy
game development. This game has some elements earlier games which I like, such as the realism/fragility of life, tactics etc., but
spend a dollar to make a decent game, a disgrace to Mr. Clancy. There are a number of reasons to give a game a bad review, but
perhaps the worst is to call it unfinished, where its creators mailed it in.

Simply put,
Rating
2/10
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Wonderful, amazing game. Great way to relax and play like a farmer. 10/10. I've been playing for a couple hours so far, and
having a blast.
I don't usually like puzzle games, but this one really got into me, because it's a great challenge.
Besides that, the soundtrack is amazing! I'm listening to it every day.. Easy achievements, pretty bad puzzle game.

It's just not fun and at times it doesnt even seem well thought out or balanced.

It has a bunch of different gameplay elements with different block types and stage conditions but It honestly feels like they add
nothing to the game because unfortunately none of them are fun.

The achievements are "easy" in the sense that the majority of them can be popped by creating custom stages and letting the
game idle for hours on end while the level plays out by itself. I'm not sure how the story achievements are activated, but I
skipped a good amount of levels and still got them all.. wait for for sale not worth full price. my review will change when the
game will change.
it has potential , this is why i dont refund.
but for now the traduction is not good, many glitches and not enough documentation..
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. This is probably the most annoying game I ever played.

When i first opened the game it took me to some weird launcher thing and said i had to download a bunch of png files its hard
to explain because their was so much going on, on my screen. When i finally got into the game i had 1000 health i guess lmfao
and so i followed the path until i found these two guys in red shirts looking at each other in the middle of the grass so i aimed
for the head and shot surprise surprise the head shot didnt do anything so i had to use one full clip on one guy and then shot the
other guy as much as i could. i had 200 health left and after 5 seconds it regenerated, i continued to walk the path until i got
randomly shot from people in the bushes almost died there too kept walking and saw a building with 4 guys around it i pulled
out my sniper and one shot 3 of them and the last one ran so i chase him AND THEN THEIRS LIKE 14 GUYS BEHIND THE
BUILDING ALL SHOOTING AT ME. I ran out of ammo and died.

1\/10 would not play again. ok thats a joke but if the developer fixes well lets see EVERYTHING then ill come back. I
understand its early access but the game isnt fun at all it just made me annoyed.. How runs in this rogue-like usualy go: You
carefully work your way through the levels floor by floor, killing hundreds of enemys. Then you die because you failed a
skillckeck that had a 1% failure chance and activate the alarm, causing about 27 enemys to swarm you.. A captivating novel.
The author defenitly knew what he was doing, using subtle (and not so subtle) shifts in vocabulary depending on the current
protagonist, and painting a vivid picture of the Cyberpunk world of Satellite Reign. I especially liked the chapter transitions.

Took me around 3h 15min to read the 144 pages in one go. Since i'm a fast reader, but had to look up some english words
(without internet in a physical dictionary!) i guess this cancels out, and you can expect three to three and a half hours of a read.

Since i picked this up when criminally underpriced in a sale, i defenitly recomend this prequel novella.. outch.
I want to like this and I would really like to be able to recommend it, but this game takes all the promise of the setting and the
really intriguing look and instantly covers it below a painfully bad user experience.

Just suffering through the tutorial felt wrong on so many levels, one forced tap, uh, click at a time.

Don\u00b4t get me wrong, I think the opportunity to make turn based tactics game for both PC and tablets is a wonderful
development for the whole community, but if it is done in such a lazy way, it actually hurts.
It hurts me as a PC player and it hurts other games with the same scope:
This is an example why there is still a lot of resentment against multi platform titles.

I can forgive the bad animations and translation, but the usability sins this game unleashes at steam players is beyond my
comprehension.

I am writing this not to damage the success of the game, but in the hopes for an overhaul.
The basics of the game could work very well on steam, so consider putting some effort into redoing some parts for good old
mouse & keyboard and high resolution screens.
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